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Abstract
We report onmeasurements andmodeling of themode structure of tunable Fabry–Pérot optical
microcavities with imperfectmirrors.We find that non-sphericalmirror shape andfinitemirror size
leave the fundamentalmodemostly unaffected, but lead to loss,mode deformation, and shifted
resonance frequencies at particularmirror separations. For smallmirror diameters, the useful cavity
length is limited to values significantly below the expected stability range.We explain the observations
by resonant coupling between different transversemodes of the cavity andmode-dependent
diffraction loss. Amodel based on resonant state expansion that takes into account themeasured
mirror profile can reproduce themeasurements and identify the parameter regimewhere detrimental
effects ofmodemixing are avoided.

1. Introduction

Fabry–Pérot opticalmicrocavities built frommicro-machined concavemirrors [1–7] offer a powerful
combination of smallmode cross section, highfinesse, and open access. This has proven to be beneficial for
experiments covering a broad range of topics, including cavity quantum electrodynamics with cold atoms [8, 9],
ions [10, 11], and solid-state-based emitters [12–18], as well as cavity optomechanics [19–21] and scanning
cavitymicroscopy [22]. Various techniques have been developed to produce concave, near-spherical profiles as
mirror substrates, includingCO2 lasermachining [2, 6, 7, 13, 23], chemical etching [3, 24], focused ion beam
milling [5, 25], and thermal reflow [26, 27]. A small cavitymode cross section is achieved by realizing
microscopic surface profiles with radii of curvature r 5 500 mc μ∼ − and profile diameters typically a factor 2 10−
smaller. In this regime, the extent of the cavitymode can be comparable to the effectivemirror diameter, and the
finitemirror size becomes relevant. Furthermore, the different fabrication processes typically yield profiles that
deviate from a spherical shape, and excessive surface roughnessmay be present. In addition, coating defects and
particles on themirror surface can disturb cavity performance under real conditions. Overall, themode
structure of open-accessmicrocavities will be affected by the details of themirrors, and an in-depth
understanding of the relation betweenmirror imperfections and cavity performance is required for the
successful application and the potential improvement of such resonators.

In this workwe study the consequences offinitemirror size and non-ideal shape on the performance of
laser-machined, fiber-based Fabry–Pérotmicrocavities [1]. Theirmirrors are characterized by surface profiles
with lowmicroroughness in the range of 1–2 Å, a near-spherical central part, and an overall shape that is well
approximated by aGaussian.

We performmeasurements of the cavity transmission and finesse across the entire stability range for several
cavities.Wefind that for shortmirror separation, the cavities aremostly immune tomirror imperfections, and
the fundamental cavitymode closely resembles aGaussianmode.However, at particularmirror separations, the
cavity shows a significantly reduced finesse, and the performance depends for example on the precise laser
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wavelength. Furthermore, for smallmirror size, we observe that the distance rangewhere the finesse remains
high is significantly smaller than the stability range expected from themirror radius of curvature.

We accurately reproduce these observations with amodel based on resonant state expansion [28–30], where
we take into account themeasuredmirror profile. Themodel shows that the observed behavior can be
consistently explained by (near-) resonant coupling between different transversemodes of the cavity, caused by
the non-ideal shape and finite size of themirrors. The admixture of higher ordermodes, which suffer from
diffraction loss due to their larger size, introduces loss to the fundamentalmode. Based on these results, we
identify the parameter regime forGaussian-shapedmirrors where detrimental effects ofmodemixing remain
negligible.

2. Fiber-basedmicrocavity

The cavity design is depicted schematically infigure 1(a): the resonator consists of a curvedmicromirror
machined on the end-facet of a singlemode opticalfiber and amacroscopic planemirror. Both the commercial
planemirror substrate and the fiber surface are coatedwith a highly reflective dielectric coating for a center
wavelength of 780 nm,where afinesse of 60 000 ≈ can be reached. In this configuration, the planarmirror
serves as a near-ideal referencemirror, which permits us to study the effects of themicromirror alone. The light
of a grating-stabilized diode laser is coupled into the cavity through the fiber, and light transmitted through the
planemirror is collimated and detectedwith an avalanche photo diode. Thewhole stability range of the cavity
can be coveredwith sub-nanometer resolutionwith a piezo step drive linear positioning stage (PI LPS-24), onto
which thefiber ismounted. In addition, a shear piezo crystal is used for scanning the cavity length over the
resonance. The planemirror can be laterally scannedwith anXYpiezo table (PI P-541.2SL) over one hundred
micrometers. Amirrormount allows for angular alignment of the cavity.

Awhite-light interferometric image of the laser-machined depression on the fiber surface is shown in
figure 1(b). The image is takenwith a home-built instrument with a lateral resolution of 560 nmand a vertical
resolution of 0.1 nm (rms). The dashedwhite circle illustrates the e1 2-diameter of the fundamentalmode for a
mirror separation d r 4c≈ , the black square shows the area used for the simulation. AGaussian fit to the surface
data (lines infigure 1(c)) shows good agreement, and only nanometer-scale deviations can be seen from the
residuals (figure 1(d)). The central part of the profile can bewell approximated by a parabola. Figure 1(e) shows
the residual of a two-dimensional parabolic fit to the data. Certain localized imperfections are present on the
fiber surface, as well as an overall shape deviation.

Figure 1(c) also illustrates that the profile is not rotationally symmetric but rather has elliptical contour lines.
This leads toHermite–Gaussmodes to closely resemble the eigenmodes of the cavity, and to a splitting of higher-
order transversemodes of equal order. Additionally, the ellipticity splits each cavity resonance into a linear
polarization doublet [23].We use polarization optics before thefiber to select one of themodes for evaluation.
The surface shown infigure 1(b) is rotated such that the principal axes of the profile coincide with the coordinate

axes. Theminimal radius of curvature in the center is found to be r 161 mc
x( ) μ= in x- and r 201 mc

y( ) μ= in
y-direction. This is in the range of typical values for lasermachinedmirror profiles.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic setup showing themachined fiber, the planemirror, and the opticalmode. (b)Mirror profile asmeasured
with awhite-light interferometer. Dashed circle: typicalmode size ( e1 2-diameter) on themirror. Black square: simulation area.
(c) Profile sections (as indicatedwith dashed gray lines in (b)). Red (orange): cut along x (y)-direction. Dashed lines: Gaussian fit.
(d) Residuals of thefits in (c). (e) Residual of a 2Dparabolicfit to the region of the profile typically covered by the cavitymode.
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3. Experimental results

We study the cavity performance bymeasuring the finesse for each accessible axialmode order. To ensure that
local variations of themirror coating of the planarmirror do not influence the result, we determine the finesse at
25 different positionswithin an area of 30 30 mμ× on the planarmirror and evaluate themost prevalent value.
Diffraction loss, which arises as result ofmodemixing, leads to a decreased finesse according to

T A D

2
, (1) π=

+ +

whereT denotes the total transmission of bothmirrors,A the total absorption loss, andD the diffraction loss due
to themicromirror. In our experiment T A 100+ ≈ ppm.

A typicalmeasurement of thefinesse of the fundamentalmode as a function ofmirror separation is shown in
figure 2. To obtain the quality factorQ of the cavity, we imprint sidebands as frequencymarkers using an EOM.
The exact cavity length needed for determining thefinesse fromQ is inferred from the transmission spectra of
two lasers of knownwavelength. In suchmeasurements, we typically observe three different regimes: for small
mirror separation d r 4c

x( )≲ , (axialmode number q 130< for themeasurement shown), thefinesse stays
approximately constantwith only a slight overall decline. For intermediatemirror separations, individual axial
mode numbers q show large additional loss. Formirror separations d r 2c

x( )≳ , an abrupt drop of the cavity
transmission andfinesse is observed, with fewmoderately-workingmode orders appearing for larger d.

We observe that increased loss appearsmainlywhen higher-order transversemodes become degenerate with
the fundamentalmode. Therefore it is instructive to study cavity transmission spectra for differentmirror
separations. A typical spectrumof a cavity at highfinesse is shown infigure 3(a), wherewe probe the cavity with a
narrow-band laser and tune themirror separation across one free spectral range. Tomap out themode profile,
we raster-scan a nanoparticle placed on the largemirror using the cavitymode and evaluate the introduced loss
from the cavity transmission of each of themodes [22]. Themode shapes clearly resemble those ofHermite–
Gaussianmodes orientated along the principal axes of themirror profile. For a givenmodewith transversemode
order m n( , ) and axialmode order q, the cavity resonance frequencies for a sphericalmirror cavity are given by

c

d
q

m n

2

1 2 1 2
, (2)qmn

x y( ) ( )⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ν

π
ξ

π
ξ= + + + +

where d rarccos 1x y
c

x y( , ) ( , )ξ = − . Note that the degeneracy ofmodes with the same transversemode order
m n+ is lifted by the ellipticity of the profile, leading to families ofmodes with m n 1+ + members. In this
regard, themirror ellipticity is useful since it allows to study the impact of themodes separately. Figure 3(b)
shows spectra like the one in (a) as a function of cavity length for 856 nmprobe light, where 1200 ≈ to
improve the visibility of the resonances. The logarithmic color scale is set for each cavity length to optimize the
signal-to-background ratio.With increasingmirror separation, the spacings between the transversemodes
increase and eventually, higher-ordermodes can become resonant with the next fundamentalmode. This is
givenwhen the differential Gouy phase fulfills

m n j , (3)x y( ) ( )ξ ξ π+ =

where j is an integer.
When evaluating themeasured transversemodes, wefind that their frequencies deviate from the spectrum

given by equations (2), and (3) fails to predict the positions of the observed resonances. An accurate description

Figure 2.Cavity finesse as a function of axialmode order determined frommeasurements at 25 different positions within an area of
30 30 mμ× on a large planarmirror and taking themost prevalent values.Wavelength: 780 nm.
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is possible by themodel discussed in the next section. Thewhite lines infigure 3(b) show the predicted
resonances of themodes m n(0, )+ and m n( , 0)+ for the lowest fewmode orders m n+ .

A closer look at the crossover ofmodes 04 and 13with the fundamentalmode is taken as an example for the
typical avoided crossing behavior foundwhenmode coupling occurs. Figure 4(a) shows spectra covering the
region around the fundamentalmode for every axialmode order from q=198 to q=220 for 1200 ≈ . Close to
resonance, the transmission of the fundamentalmode decreases (see figure 4(b)), while the transmission of the
higher ordermode increases until both have approximately equal height andminimal separation at the point of
resonant coupling. The coupling is accompaniedwith an increased linewidth and thus a reduced finesse. At the
anticrossing between the 00 and 04mode, we observe amode splitting of 8.6 GHz.We havemodeled the
coupling of the particularmode pair (see below) andfind a value of 8.6 GHz,matching themeasurement within
errors.

4.Modeling

For cavitymirrors where the surface profile can be treated as a perturbation of a spherical shape, an effective
approach is to describe the real eigenmodes iΨ as a series expansion ofHermite–Gaussmodes kΦ ,

Figure 3. (a) Cavity transmission spectrum as a function of relative cavity detuning covering one free spectral range, where
60.000 ≈ . The insets show themode functions asmeasured by scanning cavitymicroscopy.Wavelength: 780 nm. (b) Cavity

transmission spectra as a function of axialmode order q for 1200 ≈ . Logarithmic color scale.Wavelength: 856 nm.White:model
formodes m n(0, )+ and m n( , 0)+ .
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c k m n, ( , ). (4)i

k

ik k∑Ψ Φ= =

Following the approach of Kleckner et al [29], we determine the new eigenmodes and the corresponding
resonance frequency and loss. Introducing themode-mixingmatrixM, which accounts for the change amode
undergoes during one round trip through the cavity, the task reduces to an eigenvalue problem

M . (5)i i iγ Ψ Ψ=

Themixingmatrix M d Bexp( 4i )k k k k k k, , ,π λ= −′ ′ ′ has elements given bymode overlap integrals taken over the
finite extent of themicromirror

B x ye d d . (6)k k
x

x

y

y

k k
x y

z z

, * 4i ( , )

m
0

0

0

0∫ ∫ Φ Φ= πΔ λ
′

− −

−
′

+ −

=

Here, x y( , )0 0 denote the extent of themirror, ± indicates the sign of the phase factor of kΦ , x y( , )Δ is the
deviation of themirror profile from a planar surface, and zm is the location of themicromirror on the optical
axis.We assume that the respective expression for the planarmirror is an identitymatrix.

Using theHermite–Gaussmodes for the expansion implies the paraxial approximation, where the isophase
surface is parabolic (with some deviation due to theGouy phase) rather than spherical. However, the paraxial
approximation does not hold at large separation from the optical axis where the two shapes differ. In fact, when
including non-paraxial terms, onefinds that a spherical geometry is indeed themost desirable [31]. For a
sphericalmirror which covers an entire half-space, Bk k k k, ,=′ ′ , and the eigenvalues iγ corresponding to the
eigenmodes iΨ are unity. As soon as x y( , )Δ deviates from spherical or x y,0 0 isfinite,M has off-diagonal
elements and transverse-modemixing occurs.

For an accurate treatment of our experiment, we use themeasured surface profile (figure 1(b)) for x y( , )Δ .
Tofind a suitable basis set kΦ for eachmirror separation, we numericallymaximize M0,0∣ ∣by varying themode
waistw0 of 00Φ . For a givenmirror separation, the obtained optimalw0 corresponds to an effective radius of
curvature rc,eff of a sphericalmirror. The result for the profile investigated here is displayed infigure 5(c),

showing that rc
x
,eff

( ) is larger than r 161 mc
x( ) μ= and increases with d. Consequently, the stability range is expected

to extend beyond the limit of d rc= .

Figure 4. (a)Measured cavity transmission spectra as a function of relative cavity detuning.Wavelength: 856 nm.Avoided crossings
between the fundamentalmode and the fourth ordermodes 04 and 13 are visible. (b)Maximal transmission of each of the spectra
shown in (a), normalized to the largest value.
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The diffraction lossDi of amode iΨ can be directly obtained from the corresponding eigenvalue iγ ,

D 1 . (7)i i
2γ= −

Inserting this into equation (1) gives thefinesse of thismode.
The obtained finesse of the fundamentalmode using the profile shown infigure 1(b) is plotted in red in

figure 5(a), wherewe use themeasuredmirror transmission and loss. For direct comparison, we show a
measurement of the cavityfinesse as obtained from the resonant cavity transmission (Tc

2∝ ) at awavelength
of 780 nm.Wemeasure the transmission rather than the finesse here because we cannot determine the finesse
reliably undermodemixing conditions aswell as for low transmission. The rise of thefinesse for short cavities
can be attributed to a systematic error of themeasurement: we use an iris aperture to suppress the transmission
of higher ordermodes, which leads to clipping loss for short cavity lengths where the cavitymode radius is
smaller and its divergence larger. The overall shape, the position of localized finesse dips, and the decrease
around q=220 can be reproduced by the simulationwith a high level of detail. However, tomatch the data, the
lateral size of themirror profile had to be rescaled by about 2.5% for the simulation. The same correction has
beenmade for the simulation of the spectrum shown infigure 3, where the normalized phase of the eigenvalues

iγ is plotted. Themismatchmight result from a calibration uncertainty of the interferometric surface
reconstruction. The localized finesse dips correspond to narrowmode resonances involving highmode orders
(see below), which are not resolved by the 2λ -discrete sampling. The resonance condition furthermore
depends on the exact probingwavelength and on the dispersivemirror properties which vary spatially. The
finesse values at the dips are thus somewhat arbitrary, and bothmeasurement and simulationmaymiss
particular resonances. To capture the typical behavior in themeasurement, we have thereforemeasured at
22 500 positions on a 30 30 mμ× area of the planemirror and take themost prevalent value for each data point
shown.

The computed eigenvectors contain information about the composition of the systemʼs eigenmodes from
Hermite–Gaussianmodes according to equation (4). Infigure 5(b), the coefficients c k0

2∣ ∣ giving the
contributions to the fundamentalmode are plotted as a function ofmirror separation. TheGaussianmode 00Φ is
clearly the dominant one, and formost cavity lengths, the groundmode shows negligible deviation from it (see
inset infigure 5(b)). However, for certain distinctmirror separationswhere resonantmodemixing occurs,
higher ordermodes can have significant contributions and lead to a severe distortion of the fundamentalmode
(figure 5(d)). The larger spatial extent of higher-ordermodeswith w w k 1k 0≈ + causes larger diffraction
loss, fromwhich also the fundamentalmode suffers under coupling conditions. Notably, the locations of high
loss and strongmodemixing domostly but not necessarily coincide (see below and [29]).

Figure 5. (a)Data points: cavityfinesse extracted from 22 500measurements for each datapoint.Wavelength: 780 nm. Red:
simulation of the cavity finesse as a function of themirror separation for ameasured surface profile assumingmirror transmission and
absorption to be 100 ppm.Green: simulation for aGaussian profilefitted to themeasured surface. (b) Composition of the ground
mode 0Ψ fromHermite–Gaussianmodes kΦ ; contributions c k0

2∣ ∣ are shown. Black: c00
2∣ ∣ . Black numbers denote the transversemode

order of other important contributions. Shaded areas show impact zones of specifiedmode orders. Inset: 0
2Ψ∣ ∣ for a region of low

coupling (q = 60). (c) Effective radius of curvature rc
x
,eff

( ) sensed by the fundamental cavitymode as a function of cavity length.

(d) Examples ofmode shapes of the fundamentalmode 0
2Ψ∣ ∣ for selectedmirror separations indicated by romannumbers in (b)

exhibiting large coupling. The edge length is 40 mμ .
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Regions of impact of certainmode families (shaded areas) cover a significant fraction of the stability range.
Still, for applications where the exactmirror separation is not essential, extended regions of negligiblemode
mixing remain. The different influence of e.g.mode orders 4 and 5 can be attributed to the larger values of B k0,

for evenmodes due to the symmetricmirror profile andmodes with smallermode index. Also, for largermode
index differences, the differential Gouy phase evolves faster and the resonance condition is sharper. The
coupling strength can be directly inferred from themode splitting at an avoided crossing.

It is instructive to compare the results with a calculation for a profile obtained from aGaussianfit to the
measuredfiber surface (green solid line infigure 5(a)). The smooth surface does not lead to the overall weak
decline for increasingmirror separation, and the sharp features at intermediate d aremissing. Yet, the finesse
decrease around d r 2c= , which effectively limits the stability range, is reproduced. The difference can be
explained by the presence of additional (and in particular asymmetric) surface deviationswithmostly larger
spatial frequencies and particle-like features in themeasured profile. High spatial frequencies couple the
fundamentalmode tomany transversemodes with largemode index, causing a smooth finesse decrease and
significant resonantmixing for particularmodes.

We note that in ourmodel we do not take the vectorial character of the lightfield into account [23], which
togetherwith additional non-paraxial corrections of themode frequencies [32] is estimated to lead to relative
frequency changes 10 3≲ − for our cavity geometry. The associated polarizationmode splitting furthermore leads
to a polarization dependence of themodemixing behavior, whichwe observe in our experiments.

The observed behavior is not limited to the particular parameters used in our experiment, but is a general
property related to the profile shape and size. Considering aGaussian profile with e1 radius a, depth t, and
r a t(2 )c

2= , and assuming a cavity with d r 2c= where themode radius on the curvedmirror is w rc cλ π= ,

onefinds that the relativemode size depends only on the profile depth for a givenwavelength, w a t(2 )c λ π= .
The relevant quantities are visualized infigure 6(a).We perform simulations for a profile withfixed rc and

ellipticity r r1 0.26c
x

c
y( ) ( )ϵ = − = [23] and vary w ac . The resulting finesse is shown infigure 6(b).While

profiles as small as a w2 c= already achieve performance not limited by diffraction for smallmirror separation,
it requires a profile radius a w4 c> to extend this range to d r 2c= and a w10 c> to avoidmodemixing over
the entire stability range. For comparison, we also perform simulations for a rotationally symmetric parabolic
profile with r rc c

x( )= and an edge length of a2 .While the overall behavior is similar, the calculation for
w a0.56c = shows that resonant transverse-modemixing can also lead to a reduction of diffraction loss [29].
This can be understood by the destructive interference between the fundamental and the higher-ordermode at
the outer part of themode, reducing the effectivemode size [22].

For obtaining the presented data,modes up to order m n 20+ = are included in the calculation. Using
moremodes does not significantly alter the results and strongly increases the computation time, which grows
approximately as m n( )4+ . The requiredminimal size of the area used for the simulation depends on the profile
details. For the example shown above, we have tested different sizes to confirm that the area chosen provides
sufficient accuracy of the simulation results and that no significant dependence on the size is present at this scale.
The pixel size is chosen such that the features of the highestmode order are still well resolved. For a fiber profile
of 400 400× pixels covering an area of 40 40 mμ× 2, the simulation of 300mirror separations could be
conductedwith a personal computer within a fewhours4.

Figure 6. (a) Schematic of the cavity showing the relevant parameters. (b) Simulatedfinesse for differentmirror profile size atfixed
radius of curvature rc using various ratios of w ac defined at d r 2c= . Solid lines: Gaussian profile. Dashed lines: parabolic profile.We
assume additional loss of 10 7π × − for eachmirror.

4
We are happy to provide the code.
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5. Conclusion

Our results comprise an extensive analysis of the performance of optical cavities with non-idealmirrors.We
have shown that localized reduction in cavityfinesse, frequency shifts, andmode shape distortions are the
consequences of non-idealmirror shape and finite size. The behavior can be accuratelymodeledwith amode
expansionmethodwhen using themeasuredmirror profile as an input. The demonstrated approach provides a
powerful tool for analyzing a given cavity geometry and for predicting cavity performance. This is particularly
helpful for experiments whereminimalmode volume and ultimate smallmirror profiles are desired, as well as
for cold atom, ion trap, and cavity optomechanics experiments, where largermirror separations in combination
with small radii of curvature are beneficial. The calculations provide improved accuracy for the determination of
emitter-cavity coupling strength as well as detailed information about possible sample-induced scattering and
loss. Finally, the approach offers an efficient route for the design of novel cavity geometries with non-trivial
properties, such as single-transverse-mode operation [33, 34], where higher ordermodes can be suppressed
without significantly affecting the fundamentalmode e.g.to improve spectralfiltering, ormode imaging [35],
where a cavitymode is designed to avoid a scatterer to reduce loss. This opens the potential for lightmodes to be
individually tailored for specific applications.
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